
A decision algorithm for prenex normal formrational Presburger sentencesbased on combinatorial geometryNaoki SHIBATA Kozo OKANO Teruo HIGASHINO Kenichi TANIGUCHIDepartment of Informatics and Mathematical Science, Osaka UniversityMachikaneyama 1-3, Toyonaka, Osaka 560-8531, JAPANE-mail : f n-sibata, okano, higashino, taniguchi g@ics.es.osaka-u.ac.jpAbstract In this paper, we propose a decision algorithm for theory of ratio-nals with addition (the theory consisting of rational variables, rational constants,+;�;=; <;^;_;:;8 and 9) which runs in r�dn�d(b+1)a time and it uses sometechniques in combinatorial geometry, where � and � are proper constants, andr; n; d; a and b denote the maximum bit length of coe�cients, the number ofinequalities, the number of variable, the number of quanti�er alternations andthe maximum length of the consecutive same quanti�ers in the input sentence,respectively. The known fastest decision algorithm was Ferrante and Racko�'salgorithm which runs in rdn�d(2b+1)a time, where  and � are proper constants.1 PrefaceDecision algorithms for prenex normal form sentences of the theory of ra-tionals with addition, which we call PRP sentences, (the theory consisting ofrational variables, rational constants, +;�;=; <;^;_;:;8; 9) are used in thetests of protocols, timing veri�cation of hardware, and so on[1, 2]. There hasbeen a lot of work on the problem of �nding precise time and space complexityof this algorithm[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Ferrante and Racko� have proposed a decisionalgorithm for PRP sentences which runs in rdn�d(2b+1)a time, where  and �are constants, and r; n; d; a; b denote the maximum bit length of coe�cients, thenumber of inequalities, the number of variables, the number of quanti�er alter-nations and the maximum length of the consecutive same quanti�ers in the inputsentence, respectively[8, 9]. This is the fastest decision algorithm until now aslong as authors know. In this paper, we propose a faster algorithm which runs inr�dn�d(b+1)a time (� and � are proper constants) and it uses some techniques incombinatorial geometry. The dominant part in the time complexity of Ferranteand Racko�'s is the term with double exponential, where our algorithm has anadvantage.The overview of our algorithm is as follows. From an input PRP sentence,we construct an arrangement (a set of all subspaces obtained by dividing a



Fig.1 Transformation of an arrangement in execution of the algorithm.whole d-dimensional space with hyperplanes corresponding to all inequalities inthe sentence, where d is the number of variables in the sentence). In each ofsubspaces, any point has the same truth value when we evaluate the point inthe matrix1 of the input PRP sentence. Therefore, we assign each truth value ofan adequate point in the matrix to the corresponding subspace. Next, we makea projection of those subspaces into (d� s)-dimensional subspace where s is thenumber of the innermost series of the same quanti�ers. The value of the inputPRP sentence is decided by the 0-dimensional arrangement obtained at last.2 Algorithm2.1 OutlineWe give a brief look of a decision process for PRP sentence F = 8x9y9zfx �0 ^ y � 0 ^ [(y � x � 0 ^ y + z � 3=4 ^ z � 0) _ (x � 1=4 ^ y � 1=4)]g, givingsome de�nitions relating to combinatorial geometry.First, we divide a whole d-dimensional space into subspaces to make an ar-rangement from F where d denotes the number of variables in a given sentence.For F , we use a 3-dimensional space, because F has three variables. Here, webriey introduce the notion of the arrangement. A plane divides a space intothree subspaces, i.e. a subspace above the plane, a subspace below the planeand the plane itself. In general, a set of planes divides a space into points,segments without their ends, polygons without their periphery, and polyhedrawithout their surfaces. Each of these subspaces is called a face. Also, a point, asegment without ends, a polygon without periphery, and a polyhedron withoutsurfaces are called a 0-face, a 1-face, a 2-face and a 3-face, respectively. A set ofsubspaces made by dividing a space with a set of planes is called an arrangement.A point, a line, a plane and a whole 3-dimensional space is called 0-at, 1-at,2-at and 3-at, respectively.1 A matrix of PRP sentence is a logical expression which is obtained by taking allquanti�ers o� from the sentence.



For F , we make an arrangement using seven planes corresponding to inequal-ities in E. Some parts of the arrangement and the domain in which E is true isshown in Fig.1 (a), where E is an expression x � 0^y � 0^ [(y�x � 0^y+z �3=4 ^ z � 0) _ (x � 1=4 ^ y � 1=4)], the matrix of F . This domain is a subsetof the arrangement made by dividing the space with planes corresponding toinequalities in E.We will extend these de�nitions mentioned above to general dimension ones.These de�nitions follows the literature [10].DEFINITION 1 A at perpendicular to the axis (parallel to an axis)In a Cartesian coordinate system fv1; :::; vdg, if a at fl contains a line per-pendicular to an axis vi, fl is perpendicular to an axis vi. If a at fl contains aline parallel to an axis vi, fl is parallel to the axis vi. 2DEFINITION 2 k-faceWithout loss of generality, we introduce a hyperplane h which is not perpen-ticular to the axis vd. As with an optional point x = (x1; x2; :::; xd) on h, thereexists a unique set of rational numbers which meet xd = �d +Pd�1i=1 �ixi. For apoint p = (�1; � � � ; �d), we call that p is above, on and below h if �d+Pd�1i=1 �i�iis greater than �d, equal to �d, and less than �d, respectively. Notations h+ andh� represent a set of points above h and that below h, respectively. Now, weassume no element of a given set of planes H = fh1; :::; hng is perpendicular toany axis vi. For a given hyperplane h and a point p, we de�ne vi(p) as follows.vi(p) =8<:+1 (p 2 h+i )0 (p 2 hi)�1 (p 2 h�i )A face is a set of points such that the values v1(p); :::; vn(p) are all the samefor any point p in the set. A face which can be contained in a k-at and cannotbe contained in a (k � 1)-at is called a k-face. Especially a 0-face is also calleda vertex. 2DEFINITION 3 ArrangementA �nite set H of hyperplanes in a d-dimensional space divides the space intofaces of various dimensions. We call this set of faces an arrangement which wasmade by dividing a whole d-dimensional Euclidian space. It is also simply calledthe arrangement of H . The elements of the arrangement A of H are called facescontained in A. If a k-at fl contains k-face f which is contained in A, fl iscalled a at contained in A. 2Next, we assign a boolean value u to each face f contained in the arrangementA obtained from E, where u is the value obtained by substituting the coordinateof some point in f to E. By this process, the value obtained by substituting thecoordinate of any point p in the space to E should be equal to the value assignedto the face which contains p. The faces painted in grey in Fig. 1(a) are the facesto which true is assigned.



Then, we eliminate the quanti�er 9z. This is a process to make a projectionof grey area in Fig.1(a) onto a (x; y)-plane. By this process, we obtain Fig 1(b).To make this projection, we extract all 1-ats (lines) from Fig 1(a), thenmake their projections, then make a 2-dimensional arrangement from these pro-jections, and �nally assign true values to faces of the arrangement i� the facesare contained in the shadow of grey-painted domain of Fig 1(a).DEFINITION 4 A projection of a pointA projection of a point p = (V1; V2; :::; Vd) to (v1; v2; :::; vd�s)-spaceis (V1; V2; :::; Vd�s). 2DEFINITION 5 A projection of a faceA projection of a face f to (v1; v2; :::; vd�s)-space is a set of all projections ofpoints contained in f . 2DEFINITION 6 A projection of a atA projection of a at fl to (v1; v2; :::; vd�s)-space is a set of all projections ofpoints contained in fl. 2DEFINITION 7 A projection of an arrangementA projection of an arrangementB to (v1; v2; :::; vd�s)-space is an arrangementof a set of all projections of ats such that they are contained in B and theirprojections are (d� 1� s)-ats. 2Generally, for any face f contained in an arrangement A, there exists a setF corresponding to f such that F satis�es the following two conditions : (1)Fis a subset of prA (projection of A) and (2) a set of points contained in theprojection of f is the same as that contained in all elements of F( refer LEMMA1 in section 3.3).DEFINITION 8 A projection of an assigned arrangement w.r.t. quanti�erQ Let A0 be a projection of an arrangement A (cf. DEFINITION 7). A projec-tion of an assigned arrangement w.r.t. quanti�er Q to (v1; v2; :::; vd�s)-space isan arrangement A0 which is assigned boolean values as follows :If Q = `9' : True is assigned to every f 0 contained in A0 i� there exists a facef such that true is assigned to f and the projection of f contains f 0.If Q = `8' : False is assigned to every f 0 contained in A0 i� there exists a facef such that false is assigned to f and the projection of f contains f 0. 2Because quanti�ers of the input formula are 8x9y9z, we eliminate 9y in thesame way, and obtain a 1-dimensional assigned arrangement in the next step.This arrangement is represented in Fig.1(c). In fact, our algorithm eliminates aseries of the same quanti�ers simultaneously. In other words, we obtain Fig.1(c)from Fig.1(a) directly.As mentioned above, existential quanti�er elimination is to obtain a shadowof a true domain by casting ray parallel to the eliminating axis. On the otherhand, eliminating a universal quanti�er is to obtain a domain which is not in ashadow of false domain by casting ray parallel to the eliminating axis. Finally weeliminate the remaining 8x and obtain a 0-dimensional assigned arrangement.This arrangement is composed of a point assigned false. Therefore, the inputformula is decided to be false.
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IFig.2 An example of an Arrangement.2.2 Details of the algorithmFirst, we describe the subroutines ARRANGE, ASSIGN, PROJECT, andthen describe the main routine MAIN. ARRANGE converts a set of hyperplanesinto the data structure of its arrangement (we call this operation \making anarrangement"). ARRANGE is used in MAIN and PROJECT. ASSIGN assignstruth values of PRP expression to an arrangement. PROJECT makes a projec-tion of an assinged arrangement.ARRANGE We use a set of coordinates of d a�ne independent points 2 (LetP = fp0; � � � ;pkg s.t. k is �nite. If x = �ki=0�ipi and �ki=0�i = 1 hold, x is calledan a�ne combination of P . If there is no pi 2 P s.t. pi is an a�ne combinationof P � fpig, we call that P is a�ne independent).Fig.3 shows the data structure of the arrangement in Fig.2. Here, each rect-angle represents a face. Each face f has a set of edges connected to all superfacesof f , and a set of edges to all subfaces. A face also has additional informationwhich contains the following information:{ The dimension of the face.{ The truth value assigned to the face.{ The coordinate of the point, if the face is 0-face.If a face is unbounded, we use enough large values as its coordinate(e.g. Weuse the coordinate of a point which is on a ray AG and su�ciently far from apoint G).Algorithm ARRANGE3 INPUT: A set H of hyperplanes.3 OUTPUT: An arrangement of H.See [10] for its algorithm.ASSIGN The subroutine ASSIGN assignes the truth value of the input PRPexpression to the corresponding face in the input arrangement. The function2 According to circumstances, we use more than d coordinates.



Fig.3 The Data structure of Fig. 2.INNER returns a coordinate in the input face, such as a center of gravity of theface.Algorithm ASSIGN3 INPUT: The matrix E of the input sentence, an arrangement A of a set ofhyperplanes containing a set of hyperplanes corresponding to all inequalities in E.3 OUTPUT: An assigned arrangement which is assigned truth value of E.. Assign the truth value of E to faces contained in A.1 for each f 2 A2 Assign the truth value of E(INNER(f)) to f ;3 next4 return A;5 endPROJECT The subroutine PROJECT is a subroutine which makes a projec-tion of an arrangement. The function EXT used in this algorithm is a functionmaking a at which contains a face given as its argument and whose dimensionis the same as the face.Algorithm PROJECT3 INPUT: An integer value s, an quanti�er q, an assigned arrangement A whichmeets the following condition: for all axes, there exists a hyperplane hp which iscontained in A and perpendicular to the axis.3 OUTPUT: A projection of A.1 S := fEXT(f)jf 2 A; f is(d� 1� s)-faceg;2 A0 := ARRANGE(S);3 if q = `9' then u := true else u := false;. Assign :u to all f 0 2 A0.4 for each f 0 2 A0 do assign :u to f 0 next. Assign truth value to faces contained in A0.5 for f 2 A s.t. u is assigned to f6 for each f 0 2 A07 Let x1; :::;xk be projections of vertices of f ;



. Check whether an optional point INNER(f 0) in f 0 is contained in shf .8 if (INNER(f 0) =Pkm=1 amxm ^ 0 < am^ There exists a1; :::; ak whichsatisfy am < 1 ^Pkm=1 am = 1)9 then assign u to f 0; endif10 next11 next12 return A0;13 endMAIN MAIN is the main routine of our algorithm and it decides the truth valueof the input PRP sentence. The function AFFINE used in MAIN returns a setof points such that they are on a hyperplane h corresponding to the inequalityin and the set is composed of enough many points so that they can represent h.Algorithm MAIN3 INPUT: A PRP sentence F .3 OUTPUT: The truth value of F .1 Let Q1; :::; Qd be quanti�ers of input PRP sentence. Let v1; :::; vd be variablesquanti�ed by each quanti�er.2 S := (the set of all inequalities contained in F ) S (Sdi=1fvi = 0g);3 H := ;;4 for each h 2 S5 t := AFFINE(h);6 H := HSftg;7 next8 A := ARRANGE(H);9 A := ASSIGN(A,matrix of F );. i is the number of remaining quanti�ers.10 i := d;11 while i � 1 do1213 if Qi = `8' then q := `9' else q := `8'14 . Assign the number of the innermost sequance of same Qi to s.15 if q 2 fQ1; :::; Qig then16 determine s, s.t. Qi�s = q^ for each i � s+ 1 � k � i; Qk 6= q;17 else18 s := i;19 endif2021 A := PROJECT(A,s,Qi);2223 i := i� s;24 endwhile25 . A is composed of one point.26 return Truth value of the point of A;27 end



3 Proof of correctness and analysis of time complexity ofeach routineIn this section, we describe each speci�cation of every routine, and give theproofs of their correctness and analysis of time complexity of each routine.Hereafter, we will use these notations.n : the number of inequalities occurring in the input sentenced : the number of variables occurring in the input sentencel : the length of the input sentencea : the number of quanti�er alternation of the input sentenceb : the maximum length of the consecutive same quanti�ers3.1 ARRANGESpeci�cation:INPUT: A set H of hyperplanesOUTPUT: An arrangement of HProof of correctness: refer [10].Time complexity: Let g be the maximum bit length of the denominatorand the numerator of every coordinate points which represents hyperplanes inH . Thus the time complexity is O(g � djH jd) and the size of output is also thesame order, where  is some constant[10].Analysis of the time complexity: The number of faces contained in thearrangement is O(jH jd) (see [10]). The coordinates of the vertices in the outputarrangement are solutions of simultaneous linear equations with d unknowns.Therfore, the bit lengths of the coordinates are g � d. Since the time complexityis a product of the number of faces and the maximum bit length of vertices inthe output arrangement, the time complexity is O(g �djH jd) and the size of theoutput is also the same order.3.2 ASSIGNSpeci�cation:INPUT: A PRP expression E and an arrangement A of the set ofhyperplanes which represents a set of hyperplane which iscorrespond to inequalities in E.OUTPUT: An arrangement A0 which is assigned truth values of E.Proof of correctoness: It is clear by DEFINITION 3, and de�nitions ofPRP expression and an assigned arrangement. 2Time complexity: The time complexity of ASSIGN is polynomial order ofl, and the size of output arrangement is O(l), where l is the size of A.Analysis of time complexity: The loop from line 1 to line 3 runs in timeof polynomial order of l. Therefore, the time complexity of this algorithm ispolynomial order of l. The size of the output arrangement is equal to that of theinput arrangement.



3.3 PROJECTSpeci�cation:INPUT: An assigned arrangement A which containshyperplanes perpendicular to every axis,the number s of variables quanti�ed by the innermostseries of same quanti�ers, quanti�er Q.OUTPUT: A projection of A to (d0 � s)-dimensional spaceby quanti�er Q, where d0 is dimension of A.Proof of correctness: By LEMMA 1 which is described later, the followingcondition holds: for any face f 2 A and f 0 2 pr A, f 0 is contained in sh f , i�any point in f 0 is contained in sh f .We now describe the correctness of line 8.Let fx1; :::;xkg be a set of vectors of coordinates of vertices of a convexpolyhedron C. If and only if any vector p of coordinates is contained in C, thereexist a1; :::; ak such that they satisfy the following expression (1). We can saythe same thing if we substitute fx1; :::;xk;y1; :::;ylg for fx1; :::;xkg(y1; :::;ymare all contained in C) (see LEMMA 4 in appendix). Therefore, the correctnessof line 8 is proved. p = kXm=1 amxm ^ 0 < am < 1 ^ kXm=1 am = 1 (1)2Time complexity: Let m and r be the number of faces in A and the max-imum bit length of coordinates in A, respectively. Let �; � and � be constants.The data size of the output A0 is bounded by r�b+1mb+1 and the total timecomplexity is bounded by r��(b+1)m�(b+1).Analysis of time complexity: Let A be the arrangement of H . Then thenumber of faces in A is O(jH jd). Let m and r be the number of faces in Aand the maximum bit length of coordinates in A, respectively. The number of(d� s� 1)-ats contained in A is less than or equal to r�s+1ms+1. Since s � bholds, the number of (d�s�1)-ats contained in A is less than r��(b+1)m�(b+1).The projection pr A is an arrangement of a set of hyperplanes whose numberis the same as the number of hyperplanes contained in A. Thus, pr A containsO(jH jd)b+1 faces. Thus, the number of faces in the output arrangement is lessthan mb+1.Let r be the maximum bit length of coordinates in A. The maximum bitlength of coordinates in pr A is less than r�b+1.We now describe the time complexity of line 8. Since the number of verticesis less than mb+1, the number of inequalities is less than d+2mb+1 +1 and thenumber of variables is less than mb+1. Since this is a linear programing, the timecomplexity of this decision is O((mb+1)(d+ 2mb+1 + 1)3r)[11].The time complexity between line 5 and line 11 is as follows: since the numberof faces in A is m and that of faces in A0 is mb+1, it is polynomial order of mb+2.



Therefore, this subroutine runs in r��(b+1)m�(b+1) time.LEMMA 1 Let S be a set of faces in pr A. If there exist hyperplanes suchthat one of the hyperplanes is not parallel to each of all axes 3, there exists asubset S0 in S for all face f in A such that set of all points in S0 is equal to theprojection of f to (v1; :::; vd�s) space.Proof: See Appendix.3.4 MAINSpeci�cation:INPUT: A PRP sentence F .OUTPUT: The truth value of F .Proof of correctness: The proof of the correctness of MAIN is achieved ifall four propositions below are proved.DEFINITION 9 A function VALThe arguments of a function VAL are an assigned arrangement A and acoordinate p. VAL returns the truth value assigned to the face which containsp. 2DEFINITION 10 A function FMLLet A be an assigned arrangement and Q1; :::; Qi be quanti�ers. We introducea new function FML as follows :FML(A; (Q1; :::; Qi)) = Q1v1; :::; QiviVAL(A; (v1; :::; vi)) 2PROPOSITION 1 When the control reaches line 12 of MAIN for the �rsttime, the truth value of FML(A; (Q1; :::; Qi)) is equal to the truth value of Fand A contains hyperplanes perpendicular to each of all axes.PROPOSITION 2 On line 12 of MAIN, the truth value ofFML(A; (Q1; :::; Qi)) is equal to the truth value of F and A contains hyper-planes perpendicular to each of that axes.PROPOSITION 3 When the control reaches line 25 of MAIN for the �rsttime, the following three conditions hold: (1)A is a 0-dimensional arrangement,(2)i = 0 and (3)t is the truth value of the input PRP sentence.PROPOSITION 4 The control goes out of the while loop at some time.Proof of PROPOSITION 1 : It is clear, because in each face the truthvalue of E doesn't change, and A containes hyperplane perpendicular to all axesline 2. 2Proof of PROPOSITION 2 Let a1 and a2 be the value ofFML(A; (Q1; :::; Qi)) on line 12 and line 22, respectively. From the correctnessof subroutines PROJECT and LEMMA 2, we can say a1 = a2.3 Here we describe the reason why this condition is needed. There is an arrangementof plane x = 0 in a 3-dimensional space. We want to make projection of this ar-rangement to (x; y)- plane which contains the line x = 0. We can make it if we adda plane z = 0 which is not parallel to z axis to the 3-dimensional arrangement.



From LEMMA 1, a projection of an arrangement which contains hyperplanesperpendicular to all axes contains hyperplanes perpendicular to all axes. Thus,the correctness of PROPOSITION 2 is proved. 2LEMMA 2 Let A be an arrangemet which contains hyperplanes perpen-dicular to all axes, and pr A projection of A to (v1; :::; vi�s)-space by quanti�erQ. For all V1; :::; Vi�s, we can say :VAL(pr A; (V1; :::; Vi�s))= Q vi�s+1; :::; Q vdVAL(A; (V1; :::; Vi�s; vi�s+1; :::; vd))Proof Let f be a face contained in A. Let F be a set of all faces in pr A suchthat sh f contains them. By LEMMA 1, the set of points contained in elementsof F is equal to sh f . We describe the case Q = `9'. By the algorithm, if trueis assigned to f , true is assigned to all faces in F . Thus, for each point p in theface f to which true is assigned, sh p is contained in a face to which true isassigned. If false is assigned to f , the assigned values of faces in F can be eithertrue or false. If false is assigned to a face f 0 in F , false is assigned to every facef 00 such that f 0 � sh f 00. Therefore, if sh p0 is contained in a face to which falseis assigned, all points p00 such that sh p0 = sh p00 are contained in face to whichfalse is assigned. We can prove the case Q =`8' in the similar way. Thus, thecorrectness of this lemma is proved. 2Proof of PROPOSITION 3 It is clear. 2Proof of PROPOSITION 4 On line 22, s is more than zero. Thus, idecreases in each loop. Therefore, the correctness of this lemma is proved. 2Time complexity: The time complexity of the MAIN routine, which is thetime complexity of whole algorithm, is r � ��dnd(b+1)a , where �; � and  areproper constants.Analysis of time complexity The time complexity of line 5 is polynomialorder of l. The time complexity is O(r �dnd) and the size of A is the same order.On line 9, the size of the returned value A from ASSIGN is O(l � dnd). Here wedescribe the time complexity of the loop between line 11 and line 24. On line 12,let m be the number of faces which is contained in A and r0 be the maximumbit length of coordinates of A. The time complexity of line 21 is O(mr), where�; � and � are constants. The size of A is r0�b+1mb+1. Let ms be the number offaces in A before the control reaches the loop and rs the maximum bit lengthof coordinates of A before the control reaches the loop. Since the number ofiteration is a, the time complexity of line 21 of a-th loop is rs��abmd(b+1)as .Since d = O(ab) holds, the total time complexity is r�dn�d(b+1)a , where � and� are constants. 2



4 A brief explanation of Ferrante and Racko�'s algorithmIn this section, we briey explain the time complexity of algorithm of Fer-rante and Racko�.Let F be the PRP sentence to be decided, and E be the matrix of F . In-equalities contained in E can be represented in the form vd op ti, where op is<;=, or >, and ti is of the form ti =Pd�1j=1 cjvj , where ci's are rationals.The following lemma holds.LEMMA 39vmE(v1; :::; vm) = _vm=ti orvm=(1=2)(ti+tj )or vm=+1 or vm=�1E(v1; :::; vm)8vmE(v1; :::; vm) = ^vm=ti orvm=(1=2)(ti+tj )or vm=+1 or vm=�1E(v1; :::; vm) 2The principle of Ferrante and Racko�'s algorithm is to eliminate all quan-ti�ers in the input sentence in turn using LEMMA 3 and then to decide truthfrom the obtained expression. The righthand side of both equation in LEMMA3 has (n2 + 2) = O(n2) subexpressions where n is the number of inequalities inE(v1; :::; vm). Thus, If one quanti�er is eliminated using LEMMA 3, the numberof inequation increases to the third power. If the same type of this quanti�eris succeeded, the second quanti�er can be distributed to each term. Thus elim-inating two successing quanti�ers makes the number of inequation to the �fthpower.Generally, we can obtain nd(2b+1)a as the upperbound of the number of in-equalities contained in the expession obtained by eliminating all quanti�ers bythe method above. The maximum bit length of coe�cients increases by �ve timeswhenever one quanti�er is eliminated. Therefore, the upperbound of the maxi-mum bit length of coe�cients in the expession is r5d. The time complexity oftheir algorithm is polynomial of r5d � nd(2b+1)a . Thus, the time complexity oftheir algorithm is rdn�d(2b+1)a .5 ConclusionIn this paper, we proposed a decision algorithm for PRP sentences whichruns in r�dn�d(b+1)a and it uses some techniques in combinatorial geometry,where � and � are proper constants, and r; n; d; a and b denote the maximumbit length of coe�cients, the number of inequalities, the number of variable, thenumber of quanti�er alternations and the maximum length of the consecutivesame quanti�ers in the input sentence, respectively.In the future, we plan to improve the average time complexity and make itapplicable to larger and practical problems.
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AppendixIn this paper, we assume the properties below without proofs. Here, we alsogive LEMMA 4 and the proof of LEMMA 1.PROPERTY 1In a d-dimensional space, if and only if a crossing of m(� d) hyperplanes isa (d�m)-at, the normal vectors of these hyperplanes are linearly independent.2PROPERTY 2Let fl be a k-at in (v1; :::; vd) space. Let S be a set of axes which are parallelto fl. If a projection of fl to (v1; :::; vd�s) is k0-at, k � k0 = jSj holds. 2PROPERTY 3In an arrangement A, for every k(� d � 1)-at fl in A, there exists d � khyperplanes whose normal vectors are linearly independent, and fl is containedin all of them. 2PROPERTY 4If the same dimensional ats fl and fl0 meet fl � fl0, then fl = fl0 holds.2PROPERTY 5Let fl be a at in (v1; :::; vd) space. Let S be a set of axes such that eachof which is in vd�s+1; :::; vd and parallel to fl. Let fl0 be a crossing of fl and ahyperplane hp such that hp is perpendicular to an optional axis vi in S. fl0 isequal to a projection of fl to (v1; :::; vd�s) space. 2PROPERTY 6Let fl a k(< d)-at in A. If and only if fl is parallel to an axis j, all hyper-planes which contain fl and contained in A are parallel to the axis j. 2PROPERTY 7Let fl1 and fl2 be the same dimensional at in (v1; :::; vd) space. Let sh fl1and sh fl2 be projections of fl1 and fl2 to (v1; :::; vd�s) space, respectively. Iffl1 6= fl2 and sh fl1 = sh fl2 hold, a at which contains both fl1 and fl2 isparallel to one or more axes in vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis. 2PROPERTY 8If and only if an arrangement A is equal to an arrangement B, a set ofhyperplanes contained in A is equal to that of B. 2LEMMA 4 Let S be a set of hyperplanes which meets jSj � d. The followingstatements (A) and (B) are equivalent.(A) Normal vectors of hyperplanes in S are linearly independent.(B) Let S1 and S2 be sets of hyperplanes such that S1 � S; S2 � S andS1 6= S2 hold. The crossing of all hyperplanes in S1 is not equivalent to thecrossing of all hyperplanes in S2.Proof(A)) (B): If the number of hyperplanes in S1 and S2 di�ers, the dimensionsof their crossings are di�erent and it contradicts (B). Thus, we only think thecase that the number of hyperplanes in S1 and that of S2 are the same. Weuse contradiction. We assume that the crossings are the same. Let fl be thecrossing. The crossing of hyperplanes in S1SS2 is also the same as fl. From



the fact S1 6= S2, S1 contains a hyperplane which is not contained in S2. Thus,S1SS2 contains more hyperplanes than S1, and the crossings of hyperplanes inS1SS2 should be at in less dimension than that of S1. This contradicts theassumption.(A) ( (B): We prove (B) ^: (A) doesn't hold. Let S be fh1; h2; :::; hjSjg.We substitute h1 for S1 and h1Th2 for S2, and h1 6= h1Th2 holds. Otherwise,let fli be h1T :::Thi and we can say fli 6= fli+1 for 1 � i � jSj � 1. FromPROPERTY 1, the dimension of fli is not equal to that of fli+1. From thede�nition of fli and the assumption fli+1 6= fli, fli+1 is a subset of fli. Thus,the dimension of fli+1 is less than that of fli. Therefore, flk is a (d � k)-atwhere 1 � k � jSj. From PROPERTY 1, the normal vectors of hyperplanes inS should be linearly independent and that contradicts : (A). 2Proof of LEMMA 1The proof consists of �ve steps, (S1) to (S5).(S1) Let fl be an optional at contained in A. Let i(� d� 1� s) bethe dimension of sh fl. We prove that there exists an i-at c such thatc is contained in A and meets sh fl = sh c.Let S be a set of axes which are parallel to fl and S is a subset offvd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxisg. From PROPERTY 2, fl is an i + jSj-at. Because Acontains hyperplanes each of which is perpendicular to every axis, fl is crossingto each hyperplane j = 0 for every element j of S. Let P be a set of suchhyperplanes. From PROPERTY 6, any (d�1)-at � such that � is contained infl and contained in A is parallel to each element in S. Thus, the normal vectors of(d�1)-at contained in P or � are linearly independent. There exists a crossingc of all hyperplanes in P and fl. By PROPERTY 1, c is an i-at. Let �0 be aset of (d � 1)-ats which are contained in A and contain c. �0 = �SP holds.There is no axis which is parallel to c in vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis. By PROPERTY5, sh fl is equal to sh c.(S2) We prove that there exist s (d � 1)-ats such that they arecontained in A and contain c and their crossing is not parallel to anyof vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis.Because c is not parallel to any of vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis, we can say thefollowing statements from PROPERTY 6. There exists a hyperplane hp for eachaxis in fvd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxisg such that hp is contained in A and hp containsc and hp is not parallel to j. Let �0 be a set of such hyperplanes. Because thenumber of vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis is s, the number of elements of �0 is less thans + 1. Because the at c contains i-ats and PROPERTY 3 holds, there are(d� i) (d� 1)-ats which contain c. By assumption, d� i > s holds. Therefore,there exists a combination of s (d � 1)-ats which contain c and any of theircrossing c0 is not parallel to any of vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis. Let � be a set of theses (d� 1)-ats. c0 is the at we were trying to prove existence.(S3) We prove that there exists a set of (d � 1 � s)-ats such thatevery (d� 1� s)-at contains c and each (d� 1� s)-at is contained inA and the set is equal to the set of (d� i� s) (d� 1� s)-ats such that



their normal vectors are linearly independent and these are containedin pr AWe can �nd (d� i� s) (d� 1� s)-ats by the following way. By de�nition,� � �0 holds. Let  be a set �0 � �. Because �0 and � are sets of d � i and shyperplanes, respectively.  contains (d� i� s) hyperplanes.Every crossing of each hyperplane in  and all hyperplanes in � is a (d�1�s)-at which is not parallel to any of vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis. Let � be a set of these(d�1�s)-at. Because the crossing of all hyperplanes in � is a (d�s)-at and thenormal vectors of all hyperplanes in  and � are linearly independent, � containsd� i� s ats by PROPERTY 2. Because the normal vectors of hyperplanes in�0 are linearly independent, the elements in � are all di�erent. We can say thenormal vectors of hyperplanes in � are linearly independent as follows: becausethe normal vectors of hyperplanes in �0 are linearly independent, crossings of alltwo combinations of ats in � are di�erent. All projections of crossings of atsin � are also di�erent. The reasons are the following. If and only if we let fl1and fl2 be crossings of some ats in � and assume sh fl1 = sh fl2 holds, fl1and fl2 are the same dimensional at. From fl1 6= fl2 and PROPERTY 7, allhyperplanes in �, which contain both fl1 and fl2, should be parallel to one ormore of vd�s+1axis; :::; vdaxis. This is a contradiction. Therefore, from LEMMA4, the normal vectors of projections of ats in � are linearly independent.(S4) We prove that there exists a at in pr A which is equal toprojection sh fl of each at in A.All elements in H 0 are (d � 1 � s)-ats. Because each element of � is a(d � 1 � s)-at contained in A, and all, projections of the elements in � are(d � 1 � s)-ats, projections of all elements in � are elements of H 0. Because aset of all hyperplanes in � and , used in de�nition of �, is �0, and the crossingsof all hyperplanes in �0 is c, a crossing of (d � 1 � s)-ats in � is the i-at c.Because the normal vectors of projections of ats in � are linearly independent,a crossing c0 of projections of ats in � is an i-at. Because sh c is contained inprojections of ats in �, sh c � c0 holds, as well as PROPERTY 4 holds, c = c0holds. Thus, sh c is equal to a crossing of projections of all ats in �. Therefore,we can say sh c is contained in pr A. Thus (S4) is proved.(S5) We prove that there exist sets of faces which are contained inpr A and equal to projections sh f of each face f in A.Let B be an arrangement which has the minimal number of faces and holdsthe following condition: there exist sets of faces which are equal to a projectionof each face f in A. Note that B uniquely corresponds to A. There exist setsof faces which is equal to a projection of each at in A. From PROPERTY 8,B = pr A holds. Therefore, (S5) is proved. 2The intuitive meaning of some symbols used in proof of LEMMA 1 is de-scribed in the following table.c : An i-at which meets sh fl = sh c�0 : A set of (d� 1)-ats which contain c and is contained in A� : A set of (d� 1)-ats which contain c0 and is contained in A� : Projections of (d� 1� s)-at which is contained in � and containsh c and contained in pr A


